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DON'T GIVE UP THE GHOST!
Become coproducer of a French (and yet in English) movie in SF!
Jean Louis Milesi wrote the script of Don't give up the ghost!

Jean Louis Milesi happens to be the cowriter of a whole series of movies
with the French director Robert Guédiguian. Anobg them, Marius &
Jeannette and more recently, The snows of Kilamanjaro met a great success in
France

Jean Louis Milesi is also the director of Fragile & Lino. In that one, he directed his own young son... Lino.

Don’t Give Up the Ghost!
Jean Louis Milesi arrived in the Bay with his family 2 years ago, fell in love with San Francisco and started the
writing of the script for this movie.

There is a part for each of his 3 sons who accepted the challenge (to play in English) and even translated partly
their dialogs from French to English to make them as real and realistic as possible.

It is a family comedy based on a children story: it is about kids then, but also teenagers, brotherhood, family with
San Francisco as a background and a ghost in the midst of it.

The shooting will start on June 18 and we just learned that Marc Duret (Jean Reno's young brother in the Big
Blue by Luc Besson) would be part of the project.

To support the project... go on Kickstarter!
In 2009, the website, Kickstarted was launched. Its purpose is to allow each and everybody to support his own
way creative projects: movies, songs, videogames, environmental programs...
The concept is very simple: make a donation (choose the amount you want to give) and be part of a bigger and
wider project.

Become coproducer of this charming movie! Jean Louis Milesi's project is on Kickstarter and you have until
June 5 to support it if you wish. According to your contribution, you could be part of the credits, get the DVD,
download the movie after its release, spend a day on the shooting...

Don’t give up the ghost !
Until June 5 on Kickstarter.
Everything you should know [1] to become a contributor.

And now, listen to Jean Louis Milesi who is depicting and explaining his project and ambitions with humour.
Click here [2].
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